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The zoo is closing and the animals need new homes. When an elephant shows up on Arthur's doorstep
wearing a bowler hat, bushy black eyebrows and a badly fitting raincoat, Arthur's mum lets him in. What is
more she rents him Arthur's bedroom. Will Arthur be able to blow the elephant's cover and get his bedroom
back? Or will the elephant outwit him?
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From Reader Review Arthur and the Elephant for online ebook

Hollie Harvey says

A really good book for young children, The story line was clever and funny, it's perfect for children who are
just starting to read. I thought the illustrations were outstanding and the book is produced in excellent
quality.

LittlexRaven says

The simplicity of the book took me by surprise, because even if it was written for children, it conveys a
message everyone already knows: children see things that the adults no longer see.

I don't want to reveal anything about the book, because everyone should have the pleasure of being able to
read it without any previous knowledge, just like me. You will not be disappointed.

But one thing I must say: The book is clearly one of my favorite children's books I have read in my life and I
wish I had already read it, when I was younger, because it is simply amazing.

I have read this book as part of the Goodreads' first reads.

Beth says

This was a really cute story that any child would love! The pictures were super cute and the ending was
adorable! The story relays a very well-known message: that children see things adults don't, but does this in
such a clever manner. I'd definitely recommend it to others.

Sara Reis says

I received this book as a part of Goodreads' first reads and I've just finished reading it to my son.
It is an entertaining book with a great story and wonderful illustrations about a boy whose bedroom has been
rented for a elephant in disguise because the zoo is being closed.
I would recommend this to anyone who love to read stories to kids!

Rachel Gilbey says

Arthur and the Elephant is fast becoming a favourite in our house.

Lovely colourful pictures and a lovely story.



Really good children's book.

Jocelyne says

Beautiful art work. Simple phrases. Children will be cheering for Arthur and readily identifying with his
frustration as he tries to convince his mom of the true identity of their new boarder. Where the story fell
down, in my opinion, was in the ending. Discovery of the elephant's identity seems choppy from the rest of
the story. The ending would have made more sense if the mom had answered the door.

I received this book free of charge from Goodreads First Reads.

Anna says

I received this book as a part of Goodreads' first reads and I've just finished reading it to my brother (6
y.o).and wow what a great story...my brother loved this book :))

Rafael says

Who would have guess the meaning behind this book? This book gives me a question what to ask to myself
and think 'Is what this book portrays are the people of today's generation?', It maybe answered by Yes, No
and probably Maybe. But for me, the answer would be Yes. Because the book literally deliver the little part
of one's personality to a new idea of graphic story. Parent's who will read and already read this book. Read
and Try to understand the idea behind every story we tell because every action and every word we read,
speak out and came out from our mouth is a new learning and a new experience. This book just portrays the
idea what we really are now as a community.


